6o	the assassin's shadow lies across japan
two, a flower arrangement (three roses and a big cherry branch in an
urn), and three, a lacquered stand bearing a china lion and below
a simple lacquered box. That was all, and yet the room, from the
Japanese point of view, was perfectly furnished. Well, we almost
waddled like hibernating bears on taking leave, but it was another
evening that we shall long remember,
THE AMBASSADOR RELAXES
December 29, 1932
We had a bully game of poker at the Embassy in which I took
much pleasure in badly rooking Shiratori ; there's nothing like the
poker table for getting to know people, and it was not alone the
pleasures of the game that led me to organize the party. We began
at 5, had dinner at 7.30 — a mighty good dinner — and played
until 10. The players were the Norwegian Minister Aubert,
Shiratori, Kaneko, Ohashi,1 Le Gallais,2 Alice, and myself. Shiratori
was the biggest loser and I the biggest winner, which perhaps, after
all, was not so very diplomatic on my part—but poker is poker. I
showed him conclusively that I can bluff as well as he, but that I
generally had the cards.
SOVIET RUSSIA :   A FOOTNOTE ON
DIPLOMATIC PROTOCOL
I had always taken the position in Turkey that I could not recognize
the Soviet Ambassador as Dean of the Diplomatic Corps and that
the German Ambassador, who was next in line, was the acting Dean
for those countries which didn't recognize Soviet Russia. But in
Turkey there never arose a situation where I had to place this attitude
on record. Now, however, when Troyanovsky became Dean ad
interim during the absence of Bassompierre, I was suddenly called
upon to sign or to refuse to sign one of the Dean's circulated announce-
ments, requesting approval of the speech which he proposes to make
to the Emperor at the Imperial banquet on January 5. I refused
to sign it, as did the Dutch Minister, who is guided by the attitude
of the late Baron Rengers in Turkey, as well as the Rumanian Charg6
d'Affaires and certain other colleagues, but I asked Voretzsch 3 to
say to Troyanovsky that this did not imply any intentional discourtesy
on my part but was purely a technical matter. Troyanovsky replied
to Voretzsch that he felt that recognition of himself as Dean would
not imply recognition of his country and that he would like to discuss
the point with me when next we met. So I took the precaution of
telegraphing to the Department to ask for instructions, believing it
would support my attitude.
1	Subsequently Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs.
2	A Luxembourg business man, now his country's Minister to Washington.
8 German Ambassador.

